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In fluid physics, data-driven models to enhance or accelerate solution methods are becoming in-
creasingly popular for many application domains, such as alternatives to turbulence closures, system
surrogates, or for new physics discovery. In the context of reduced order models of high-dimensional
time-dependent fluid systems, machine learning methods grant the benefit of automated learning
from data, but the burden of a model lies on its reduced-order representation of both the fluid
state and physical dynamics. In this work, we build a physics-constrained, data-driven reduced
order model for the Navier-Stokes equations to approximate spatio-temporal turbulent fluid dynam-
ics. The model design choices mimic numerical and physical constraints by, for example, implic-
itly enforcing the incompressibility constraint and utilizing continuous Neural Ordinary Di↵erential
Equations for tracking the evolution of the di↵erential equation. We demonstrate this technique on
three-dimensional, moderate Reynolds number turbulent fluid flow. In assessing the statistical qual-
ity and characteristics of the machine-learned model through rigorous diagnostic tests, we find that
our model is capable of reconstructing the dynamics of the flow over large integral timescales, favor-
ing accuracy at the larger length scales. More significantly, comprehensive diagnostics suggest that
physically-interpretable model parameters, corresponding to the representations of the fluid state
and dynamics, have attributable and quantifiable impact on the quality of the model predictions
and computational complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model reduction is commonly employed by scientists
and engineers to obtain solutions to complex turbulent
fluid systems which may otherwise be prohibitively com-
plex to simulate by their physical governing equations.
Indeed various reduced order modeling approaches have
been proposed for turbulent fluid systems which have the
potential to aid in applications such as simulation-based
design optimisation or statistical inverse modeling. Re-
cently, reduced order modeling of turbulent fluid systems
by various deep learning techniques has shown strong
promise in accurately modeling various aspects of fluid
motion while being computationally e�cient compared
to their first-principles counterparts. While modeling ap-
proaches which demonstrate favorable accuracy with re-
spect to physical diagnostics are encouraging, we believe
more rigorous and interpretable parameterization of ap-
proximation error is essential for model certification in
predictive science.

The understanding of errors in machine-learned re-
duced order models is complicated by the lack of formal
approximation theory for many classes of data driven
models, in particular our interest in deep feed-forward
and convolutional neural networks. Combined with the

tendency for surrogate models to handle disparate phe-
nomena with so-called deep “end-to-end” architectures,
it is frequently unclear how to attribute model error in
deep neural networks with respect to model architectures.

However, various e↵orts have improved the state of
model error interpretability. Firstly, there are various
approaches in which physical constraints can be imposed
on ML models [1]. For instance, the development of
loss functions which are informed by governing equa-
tions in various manifestations of physics-informed neural
networks (PINNs) have demonstrated e↵ective surrogate
models which approximate physical solutions [2]. Net-
work architectures which implicitly preserve hard physi-
cal constraints have shown promise in improving model
accuracy by enforcing strictly physically-realizable model
outputs in some respects [3, 4].

Beyond enforcing physical constraints, various ap-
proaches have been suggested using convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) [3, 5–7], recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [1] or long short-term memory (LSTM) [6, 8]
architectures. These models typically encode spatial in-
formation from the field using CNNs and use autoregres-
sive predictions or RNN modules to address the temporal
dependency. Beyond reduced-order modeling, other ma-
chine learning methodologies have been proposed with
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physics-informed components, such as methods to relax
grid-resolution requirements with learned interpolations
or mesh coarsening corrections for the simulation [9], ac-
celerate intermediate solver steps [10], and improve pre-
dictive capacity with hybrid CFD and ML-correcting al-
gorithms [7, 11, 12].

However, the adoption of various manifestations of
di↵erential equation-based deep learning models, such
as NeuralODEs (NODEs), have e↵ectively demonstrated
the shift of modeling burden to numerically-formal time
integrators [13]. NeuralODEs have previously been used
for forecasting limited turbulence prognostics and system
states [14, 15]. More importantly, this framework estab-
lishes a principled way to trade-o↵ accuracy and depth,
and o↵ers a step towards bridging the fields of numerical
methods and machine learning.

Leveraging NeuralODE and PINN design concepts in
surrogate models, deep learning architectures may be de-
veloped to mimic formal numerical solution techniques
such that neural network subcomponents are meaning-
ful and intuitive. Therefore, we utilize intuitive design
concepts in the development of a reduced-order model
for three dimensional solutions to the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations as detailed in section 2 of this
manuscript. In addition to enforcing hard physical con-
straints, we carefully design our deep network architec-
ture to explicitly treat two discrete modeling demands
in distinct subnetworks: reduction of physical states and
reduction of system dynamics. By parameterizing the
architecture the two subnetworks, we demonstrate an
e↵ective modeling methodology with physically-relevant
diagnostics. More importantly, we investigate the be-
haviour of model error as a function of individual sub-
network complexity as a means to systematically demon-
strate trade-o↵s between modeling error and computa-
tional complexity.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider incompressible homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence (HIT) as a fundamental model flow that features
su�cient complexity to evaluate our proposed modeling
methodology introduced above. In addition to exhibiting
strong nonlinearity in the parameter regimes we consider,
the multiscale structure of HIT makes the reduced-order
representation of flow states a non-trivial task. Such
modeling challenges are compounded by complexity in
the governing equation, which induce non-local phenom-
ena due to the incompressibility constraint. The equa-
tions of motion we consider are given by the momentum
equations and mass balance:

@u

@t
+ (u ·r)u = ⌫r2u� 1

⇢
rp+ f ; r · u = 0 (1)

where u is the velocity vector, defined {u, v, w}, p is the
pressure, ⇢ is the density, ⌫ is kinematic viscosity and f
is a dynamic large-scale forcing function which enforces

statistical stationary in the turbulent kinetic energy [16],
defined

e ⌘ 1

2
(hu2i+ hv2i+ hw2i) . (2)

We design our flow system with spatio-temporal homo-
geneity, by enforcing statistically stationary kinetic en-
ergy and periodic boundary conditions, to remove corre-
lations with space or time which have the potential to be
trivially memorized by our neural networks.

A. Modeling objectives

Due to the combined multi-scale and non-linear be-
haviour of the Navier-Stokes equations, discretized di-
rect numerical solutions to (1) are subject to unfavorable
scaling of computational complexity with respect to the
Reynolds number, where the number of grid points can
be shown to scale with Re

9/4 [17]. To improve compu-
tation tractability, much work has been done in reduced
order modeling of dynamical systems. Proper orthogonal
decomposition, often used with fluid flows, takes a statis-
tical approach, projecting the data onto a linear subspace
comprised of dominant modes [18]. The idea of a latent
space representation is common in many fields, including
computer vision. Convolutional autoencoders (ConvAE)
have been used for tasks like image compression [19, 20]
or feature extraction [21], both of which closely parallel
our goal of a rich reduced representation of the turbulent
flow field. Data-driven ROMs are gaining traction in fluid
applications as well [22, 23]. Our approach takes advan-
tage of this technique to reduce instantaneous velocity
snapshots into a much smaller latent space. The dynam-
ics of the system can then be performed on the latent rep-
resentation, easing computation. Using a latent space in
conjunction with NeuralODEs has been previously used
successfully for modeling many dynamical systems [24].
The aim of the surrogate model is to track the spa-

tiotemporal dynamics of the system in order to obtain
approximate solutions. Given an initial condition for the
velocity field, the model should estimate the solution to
the initial value problem (IVP) by forecasting the ve-
locity field in time over a finite horizon. Modeling the
dynamics of the spatially discretized velocity field as a
di↵erential equation is one method of achieving tempo-
ral evolution. This construction enables use of the NODE
framework, which models the dynamics of a state vari-
able through a neural network. The network assumes
the responsibility of learning the di↵erential dynamics of
the state, but the IVP can be solved with any number of
formalized ODE integrators.
The challenge with combining ML models with formal

numerical methods is the computational cost of back-
propagation. As an alternative, adjoint-state methods
has been a well-established numerical method for com-
puting gradients of some functional. Chen et al. pro-
posed using this method for e�ciently calculating the
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gradients of a parameterized di↵erential equation by solv-
ing the adjoint problem [13]. This dual form, which is
well-defined for many classes of di↵erential equations, can
be solved using traditional numerical methods as in the
forward computation. The resulting parameter sensitiv-
ities can then be used to optimize the cost function, in
this case, the reconstruction loss. In the context of deep-
learning, the adjoint approach allows for a myriad of new
architectures that permit di↵erential equation solves to
be easily integrated within the network structure, e↵ec-
tively instantiating a continuous time, infinite-depth net-
work. Beyond the memory-e�cient adjoint-optimization,
NODEs permit arbitrary sampling in time, flexibility in
the ODE integrator, among other benefits. The ability
to adapt neural networks to include di↵erential equations
has far-reaching implications for modeling physical phe-
nomena, which are often strictly described by ordinary
or partial di↵erential equations.

In order to incorporate the spatial information nec-
essary to accurately approximate the true function, we
use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn sys-
tems dynamics within the NODE model. This provides
two benefits: (1) the memory costs of the network are
drastically reduced as the number of parameters is much
smaller than a fully-connected network. This is due to
(2) the network uses a shared local filter in each layer
that limits the message passing to a constrained receptive
field around each output point. In a finite-layer CNN, the
output at a location is determined from input values in
a local neighborhood. The size of this neighborhood, or
receptive field, is influenced by the number of layers in
the network and the kernel sizes of the CNN layers.

The convolutional NODE formulation is a form of in-
ductive, or learning bias imposed on the model. Al-
though the neural network allows for much flexibility to
be fit to the true data, it is still limited by the formu-
lation, which enforces that the derivative of the velocity
field with respect to time is a function of spatially local
quantities, consistent with our knowledge of the physical
system. Inductive biases are especially advantageous for
generalization beyond the training set, as they encompass
the assumptions a researcher makes about unseen data.
In scientific machine learning applications, physics-based
learning biases are a natural way to restrict models to
prevent overfitting and produce outputs that more closely
align with what is known about the system.

III. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH

A. Neural network architectures

The encoder, denoted by E , is a trainable network that
transforms the input velocity field u0 to a lower dimen-
sional latent space z0, given by

E(u0) = z0 . (3)

Compression is achieved with the use of strided convo-
lutional layers in the encoder to reduce the spatial reso-
lution in the latent space. These strided layers use the
same convolutional spatial filtering technique to trans-
form the input but coarsen the data by subsampling ev-
ery other point (for a stride 2 layer). The size of the
latent space varies in spatial resolution, corresponding
to the number of strided, or coarsening layers, and latent
channels, greater than the 3 input velocity channels. The
encoder/decoder subnetworks are parameterized by the
compression ratio, z, defined as the size of the original
space relative to the latent space:

z =
3 · 643

CzN
3
z

, (4)

where Nz is the number of points in each latent spatial
dimension and Cz is the number of latent channels. For
reference with respect to physical quantities, the recep-
tive field size of the encoder outputs are therefore equiv-
alent to the grid spacing at z = 1 and the domain size at
z = 64.
The initial condition in the latent space z0 is used to

solve the ODE parameterized by the network weights.
The system is defined by

dz

dt
= g✓(z), z(0) = z0 , (5)

where g✓ represents the dynamical convolutional subnet-
work that learns the continuous dynamics of the latent
state. The dynamical subnetwork consists of 3 convolu-
tional layers and is parameterized by the kernel size of the
layers. The kernel size of the NODE has a direct impact
on the receptive field of the network and thus the spar-
sity of the ODE system, and in e↵ect gives an indication
of the length scale associated with the dynamics. Larger
kernel sizes can learn higher order approximations of the
spatial information, but this comes at the disadvantage
of computational costs scaling as O(k3), where k is the
kernel size, for this 3-dimensional application. Figure 1
illustrates how the cost of a training iteration scales with
kernel size and therefore, the number of network param-
eters. The points indicate models with z = 6 and odd
kernel sizes from 3 to 11. The scaling is consistent with
using higher order numerical schemes.
Although z(t) is a continuous function, and evaluated

as such, the solution is saved at discrete time points cor-
responding to the training and test set. The decoder, D,
is another trainable network with mirrored architecture
to that of the encoder, which decodes the latent sequence
back to the original velocity space as

D({z0, z1, ..., zn}) = {û0, û1, ..., ûn} . (6)

The network architecture is visualized in figure 2.
In order to build a more detailed understanding of the

model, we run a series of sensitivity studies to determine
the e↵ect of the two subnetwork parameterizations on
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FIG. 1. Training time in seconds per sample per epoch for 5
kernel sizes (3, 5, 7, 9, 11), shown on a log scale.

k=3 k=5 k=7

z=48 k3z48 k5z48 k7z48 -

z=24 k3z24 k5z24 k7z24 -

z=12 k3z12 k5z12 k7z12 -

z=6 k3z6 k5z6 k7z6 deep

TABLE I. Outline of the models tested in our studies. k and
z denote the kernel size and compression ratio respectively.
deep denotes a 9-layer network with kernel sizes of 3.

model accuracy. In our experiments, we found that cer-
tain hyperparameters such as the size of the hidden layers
did not have a significant impact on the results. How-
ever, the two hyperparameters with strong connections
to traditional numerical methods, the compression ratio
and the kernel size of the NeuralODE, were found to be
a good indicator of model performance at varying scales.

In our a-posteriori analysis, we test 13 di↵erent mod-
els: 4 compression ratios (6, 12, 24, and 48) and 3 ker-
nel sizes (3, 5, and 7), shown in table I, to determine
their impact. We also examined a “deep” model, which
used a compression ratio of 6 and a 9-layer CNN with
kernel sizes of 3 in the NeuralODE, as opposed to the
3-layer networks in the other models. We will reference
these models with the key-names k↵z�, where k and z
represent the kernel size and compression ratio respec-
tively, and ↵ is the kernel size and � is the compression
ratio. The “deep” model is indicated with deep. The
deep model investigates whether the larger depth of the
model, which increases the overall NeuralODE receptive
field, can accommodate for the smaller kernels in each
layer. The receptive field of the 9-layer deep network is
equivalent to the 3-layer k7z6 network.

B. Physically-inspired model constraints

We incorporate a few architectural elements to im-
prove prediction and enforce physical constraints. As the
problem includes periodic boundary conditions, this con-
straint is imposed by padding inputs to all convolutions
circularly. We also employ the augmented NeuralODE
approach to the latent dynamics, which is capable of
learning a richer set of dynamics by representing the ODE
on a higher dimensional space than the latent space in-
put [25]. This is accomplished by concatenating channels
of zeros to the output of the encoder, with the predicted
results projected back into the original latent space. We
use 2 augmented channels in our model, selected through
parameter sweeps.
Lastly, we apply a spectral projection operation to the

final model output to enforce the divergence-free field
condition required for a constant density fluid [26]. The
divergence-free velocity field comes from the mass bal-
ance in (1). In this layer formulation, the input u0 is
transformed into Fourier space

U0 = F(u0) , (7)

where the divergence operator can be applied linearly.
With this linear constraint, we can construct a quadratic
optimization problem to minimize the squared di↵erence
between the input and output in Fourier space:

min
Û

1

2
(U0 � Û)T (U0 � Û) =

min
Û

1

2
ÛT IÛ�U0T Û

s.t. AÛ = 0 ,

(8)

where A is the linear divergence operator. The solution
can be obtained directly:

Û = U0 � k ·U0

k · k k , (9)

where k is a Fourier wavenumber vector. The final output
comes from taking the inverse Fourier transform of the
optimum,

û = F�1(Û) . (10)

Each operation in the layer is fully di↵erentiable and
thus backpropagation through the layers with automatic
di↵erentiation is accomplished by the software without
manual intervention.

C. Data and Training

We obtain solutions to (1) for a triply-periodic domain
with direct numerical simulation (DNS) using standard
Fourier psuedo-spectral method [c.f. 27]. The system is
forced at low-wavenumbers to keep the total energy in
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the overall model architecture. (Encoder): initial conditions are given and encoded into a latent space
with a CNN. (Hidden dimensions): augmented channels are concatenated to increase dimensionality of the latent space.
(NeuralODE): the latent dynamics are forecasted through the NeuralODE approximator. (Project): augmented channels are
removed by projecting down into the original latent space. (Decoder): the sequence is decoded via another CNN. (Spectral
projection): the divergence-free condition is enforced through the last layer.

the system constant [16]. The resulting data are statis-
tically stationary with approximately stationary energy
spectra. Our training, validation and test datasets span
100 integral time scales ⌧ ⌘ e/✏, where ✏ is the turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation rate. The turbulent Reynolds
number, ReT ⌘ e2/(⌫✏) is approximately 380. The solu-
tions are discretized with 64 collocation points in each
direction, for a total of 643 points and de-aliased with a
standard two-thirds Fourier truncation filter. We collect
velocity fields every ⌧/100, which are used to train the
neural network.

While the algorithm accepts a single instantaneous ve-
locity field as input, during training, the trajectory is
regressed with sampled temporal DNS snapshots from
the forecasting window. The dynamics are learned from
gradient-based optimization of the predicted sequence
sampled at the same temporal rate as the DNS. From
the NODE formulation, the prediction horizon can be ad-
justed on-the-fly, during training or validation. We use
the normalized mean squared error (MSE) as the cost
function for optimization. For this problem, we normal-
ize the loss with the average energy in the flow. The loss
can be written as:

L(u, û) =

Pn
t=0hkut � ûtk2i

e
, (11)

where ut and ût are the true and predicted velocity fields
at time step t, and e is given by eq. (2) and averaged over
time.

All models were trained with the ADAM optimizer us-
ing a decaying learning rate from 10�3 - 10�5. Addi-
tionally, models were trained by progressively increas-
ing the prediction horizon from ⌧

⇤ = 0.25 to ⌧
⇤ = 1.0,

where ⌧
⇤ = t/⌧ . Each model was trained for a total of

3500 epochs, 2000 at ⌧⇤ = 0.25, 1000 at ⌧⇤ = 0.5, 200 at
⌧
⇤ = 0.75, and 300 at ⌧

⇤ = 1.0. Based on a-posteriori
analysis of the turbulence prognostics described in the
subsequent section, this was determined to be su�cient
for convergence. The training set spanned 10⌧ , valida-
tion another 10⌧ , and the test data encompassed the rest
of the 80⌧ in the dataset. Our model is implemented in

Julia using the Di↵erentialEquations.jl and Flux.jl pack-
ages [28]. We use the Tsitouras 5/4 Runge-Kutta method
[29] for explicit time integration of the ODE dynamics.
Model training was accomplished with NVIDIA V100
GPUs with a memory of 32GBs. GPU memory was a
critical resource due to the large size of the dataset.

IV. RESULTS

We analyze the predictive capabilities of our model by
examining a series of turbulent statistical metrics and
comparing them to those of the DNS dataset. While
standard statistical measures like local RMSE are often
employed in machine learning applications to judge per-
formance of models, and indeed we use the local MSE in
our loss function, these values are limited in their physi-
cal insight and ultimately only o↵er a holistic qualitative
measure of accuracy compared to the true data. In this
section, we analyze data obtained from the DNS solutions
at the suite of models described in the previous section,
evaluated for one large eddy turnover time from an initial
condition unseen during training.
Figure 3a depicts the turbulent kinetic energy in the

flow, given by eq. 2, as a function of ⌧⇤ for each of the
13 models in table I. We normalize each of the trajecto-
ries by the kinetic energy of the DNS, which deviates by
less than one percent in this time window. At ⌧⇤ = 0, we
observe each model to systematically underpredict the ki-
netic energy density at the initial condition. We expect
that our encoder subnetwork, which reduces the repre-
sentation of the velocity field state as embodied by the
compression ratio z, to resolve a subset of turbulent fluc-
tuations. Indeed, at ⌧⇤ = 0 we observe the kinetic energy
resolved by the velocity field reduction to decrease as the
z increases. Such phenomenology can be described by the
encoder’s exposure to larger and more energetic scales as
z, and therefore the receptive field size, increases. Such
phenomenology is observed in figure 4, which provides a
qualitative visual comparison of the output of the net-
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FIG. 3. We show three statistics that vary with time. The
prediction window is normalized to the integral timescale of
the flow. (a) turbulent kinetic energy in the flow. The pre-
dicted flow loses some energy but remains within reasonable
bounds to the DNS data throughout. (b) velocity autocorrela-
tion function on a log-log plot. (c) the MSE of the prediction
normalized to the average energy in the flow.

FIG. 4. Qualitative visual comparison of the ground truth
DNS data and the output of the k7z6 network. Shown here is
a 3D snapshot of the velocity magnitude at ⌧⇤ = 0.5. Large
scale structures appear to be preserved while small scale fluc-
tuations are filtered out.

work with the DNS ground truth midway through the
prediction window at ⌧

⇤ = 0.5. Generally, large-scale
structures appear to be preserved, while smaller scale
fluctuations are filtered out by the model. At later times
in figure 3a, with the exception of k7z48, which appears
to be an outlier, the models tend to slightly underpre-
dict the flow energy in the initial phase before diverging
more significantly after ⌧

⇤ = 0.5. Solutions obtained
from many models go unstable by ⌧

⇤ = 1. Models k7z6,
k5z6, and deep are the few that disregard this trend,
which appear to have stable, perhaps overdissipative, so-
lutions by ⌧

⇤ = 1. Clearly, k7z6 tracks the DNS kinetic
energy the closest.
Next, kinetic energy powerspectra normalized by the

true DNS spectra are shown in figure 5 for the model
predictions. In panel 5a, we show spectra from fields of
the neural network model at the initial condition. The
wavenumber x�axis is non-dimensionalized by LE , given
by:

LE =
e
3/2

✏
. (12)

By comparing the DNS and neural network initial con-
dition, denoted ⌧

⇤ = 0, we first note the impact of the
dimensionality reduction in removing smallest scale ve-
locity fluctuations, whereby we observe a rapid attenu-
ation of the predicted power spectra near ||k||LE = 20.
Again, k7z48 appears to be an outlier. We note that
at this initial condition, the NeuralODE subnetwork has
zero impact on the power spectra such that sources of er-
ror are constrained to the encoder/decoder subnetworks.
With respect to the DNS solutions, we observe the neu-
ral network predictions to be accurate at small wavenum-
bers approximately less than 20, consistent with alterna-
tive reduced-order solution techniques such as large-eddy
simulation.
Fig 5b shows model spectra at ⌧⇤ = 1, where the DNS

powerspectra are almost identical to those of the initial
condition, owing to the forcing procedure applied to the
system. Here, we see the e↵ect of the temporal evolu-
tion of the models, which now di↵erentiate themselves
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significantly at all wavenumbers. In general, the z = 6
models are superior in accuracy, in the low wavenumber
region below 20 and even in the highest wavenumber re-
gion, greater than 100. We remark that the wavenumber
regime where small scale fluctuations begin to attenu-
ate at ⌧ = 0 in the neural network model is strongly
correlated with the wavenumber regime where deviations
develop at ⌧ = 1, indicating that the NeuralODE subnet-
work is able to accurately model dynamics for the flow
scales which are resolved by the encoder/decoder subnet-
works.

We show the temporal velocity autocorrelations of the
models, given as:

⇢ii(⌧
⇤) =

hui(0)ui(⌧⇤)i
hui(0)2i

, (13)

again normalized to the true DNS data, in figure 3b.
The models begin to diverge at ⌧

⇤ = 0.1 with the three
best performing networks, k7z6, k5z6, and deep, once
again separating themselves from the rest. We also see
the greater accuracy of models with larger NODE kernels
by comparing autocorrelations within a family of models
with the same compression ratio. k7z48 is an exception
here as well. Figure 3c presents the TKE-normalized
mean-squared error over time. The 4 z = 6 models ex-
hibit the lowest error of all tested.

Real turbulent flows exhibit certain universal small-
scale structures [30], such as a preference for vorticity
alignment with the intermediate strain-rate eigenvalue.
The flow topology can be described using the Q� R
plane, which represent the second and third velocity gra-
dient tensor invariants respectively. Isolines of proba-
bility in the Q� R plane, expressing intimate features of
the turbulent flow geometry, have a nontrivial shape doc-
umented in the literature. Di↵erent parts of the Q� R
plane are associated with di↵erent structures of the flow.
Thus, the lower right corner (negative Q and R), which
has higher probability than other regions, corresponds to
a pancake type of structure (two expanding directions,
one contracting) with the direction of rotation (vortic-
ity) aligned with the second eigenvector of the stress. We
additionally perform coarse Q� R tests [31], which pro-
vide a description of the flow topology at varying length
scales. The scale is described with the radius of the
coarse-graining filter given in terms of the Kolmogorov
length scale ⌘. The tear-drop shape of the probability
isolines becomes more prominent with decrease of the
coarse-graining scale.

Figures 6 and 7 compare the various network predic-
tion Q� R distributions with the ground truth DNS dis-
tributions. Figure 6 demonstrates the e↵ect of NODE
kernel size using the outputs from the k7z6, k5z6, and
k3z6 models. The 4 panels provide insight into the PDFs
at di↵erent coarse-graining scales and temporal snap-
shots. The rows correspond to the initial and final snap-
shots, ⌧

⇤ = 0 and ⌧
⇤ = 1, while the columns repre-

sent length scales r = 0⌘, where no filter is used, and
r = 5.33⌘, 1/4 of the length scale L of the domain. As

FIG. 5. Both plots show the energy of the predicted flow as
a function of non-dimensionalized wavenumber, normalized
to the energy of the true DNS data. (a) A snapshot of the
energy spectra for all models corresponding to the initial time
step ⌧⇤ = 0. Only the encoder/decoder networks impact the
solution. (b) The energy spectra at the final time step ⌧⇤ = 1.
For models with large receptive fields and latent spaces, low
wavenumbers show better agreement with DNS, which are
su�cient for many flow of engineering interest. Models with
high compression in the latent and dynamics representations
produce less realistic results with greater instability.

expected, at ⌧
⇤ = 0, where the NODE e↵ect is null, all

three models perform almost identically. It is clear that
at both length scales the flow morphology is well recon-
structed by the encoder/decoder subsystem. At ⌧⇤ = 1,
we start to see the di↵erences between models. With
no coarse-graining applied, there is a trend towards more
symmetric PDFs as the kernel size is reduced. A symmet-
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FIG. 6. Q� R planes of the flow shown at two length scales
and two temporal snapshots for models with varying k. z = 6
for all models shown. Rows correspond to di↵erent time steps,
⌧⇤ = 0 and 1.0, and columns indicate the coarse-grained scales
given in terms of the Kolmogorov microscale ⌘.

ric distribution suggests the presence of random noise in
the prediction that strays from the true statistical trends
found in real turbulence. At r = 5.33⌘, the teardrop
shape of the DNS data is far less pronounced and there
is greater variation between models. However, k7z6 best
estimates the underlying true distribution.

Figure 7 demonstrates the e↵ect of compression ra-
tio using the outputs from the k7z6, k7z12, and k7z24
models. At ⌧

⇤ = 0, perhaps counterintuitively, we see
that the morphology is well reconstructed at both length
scales despite increases in compression ratio. All models
perform similarly, and it appears the compression ratios
tested have little bearing on the predicted morphology
when no dynamics are involved. In contrast, at ⌧

⇤ = 1
and r = 0⌘, the trend towards more symmetric distri-
butions as the compression ratio is increased is observed
again. k7z6 also has the best large-scale structure con-
formity at r = 5.33⌘ when compared to the other models
with larger z.

Additionally, figure 8 shows the magnitude of diver-
gence in the velocity field over one integral timescale for
two models. The impact of the spectral projection step
is significant in reducing the output divergence to mag-
nitudes comparable to the true field. The formulation
of the layer as a constrained optimization problem min-
imizing the deviations between U0 and Û, from eq. 8,
implies inputs u0 and outputs û are highly comparable.
The average correlation coe�cient between u0 and û is
0.9986. This lends additional credence to the idea that

FIG. 7. Q� R planes of the flow shown at two length scales
and two temporal snapshots for models with varying z. k = 7
for all models shown. Rows correspond to di↵erent time steps,
⌧⇤ = 0 and 1.0, and columns indicate the coarse-grained scales
given in terms of the Kolmogorov microscale ⌘.

FIG. 8. The model uses a divergence-constraining layer to
induce physical solution fields. The magnitude of the diver-
gence is plotted as a function of time for three cases: the true
divergence, the prediction from the model without any con-
straint layer, and the prediction from the same model with
the divergence constraint. The di↵erence between the pre-
dictions is significant, and it is clear the constrained model
performs close to the expected output.

the latent NeuralODE is learning the majority of the tur-
bulent dynamics, and this step acts as a simple projection
to correct the velocity field. The strong correlation also
means training dynamics are not significantly a↵ected by
using the projection step, and MSE and other evaluation
metrics are comparable between the models.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Encouraged by broader adoption of deep neural net-
work architectures for reduced order modeling of physics
problems, we explore a model design paradigm which
attempts to reduce ambiguity in the parameterization
of model error. We have approached this objective by
considering an idealized problem setting of the incom-
pressible Navier Stokes equations with spatio-temporal
homogeneity, a system with strong nonlinearity and solu-
tion complexity. In addition to implementing hard phys-
ical constraints, such as the implicit preservation of in-
compressibility, we have attempted to explicitly decou-
ple individual modeling demands into discrete and in-
terpretable subnetworks. Firstly utilizing convolutional
encoders and decoders to reduce velocity field complex-
ity, and also utilizing a NeuralODE architecture to model
the dynamics imposed by the Navier Stokes equations.

We assess the methodology by analyzing forecasts from
this scheme with varying model parameters and compar-
ing them to ground truth DNS data. While qualitative
comparisons to labeled data may be su�cient for non-
scientific applications, we are interested in a rigorous
study of the turbulent physics observed in the model’s
outputs. Statistical metrics like energy spectra, Q� R
plane PDFs, and autocorrelations are used to illustrate
the quality of predictions.

Across the board, we see this surrogate approach’s
inclination to prefer preserving the majority energy-
containing large eddies in the flow while filtering the
smaller length scale fluctuations. To an extent, decreas-
ing the latent space size still allows for conservation of
energy at the large scales, but we see increasingly larger
deviations in the temporal correlations and small-scale
performance. In particular, there is a shift towards more
symmetric distributions in the Q� R plane, indicating
that the network is predicting noise instead of correlated
statistics. The kernel size of layers in the dynamical CNN
also imparts an e↵ect on physical interpretations of the
results. The smallest kernel network tested showed non-
stationarity and energy loss even at the larger scales from
the spectra, as well as divergence in the flow morphology
at the small-, and to a lesser extent the medium- and
large-scales. At the limit of our computational capabil-
ities, model k7z6, we find excellent agreement with the
ground truth. Some of the energy at the smaller length
scales is lost, also reflected in the TKE, but because the
smaller eddies contain less energy, over 90% of the total
energy in the flow is conserved. The divergence-free ve-
locity fields from the forecasts imply mass in the system
is conserved as well.

Building on previous research in scientific ML and tur-

bulence modeling with ML, this work further demon-
strates the e↵ectiveness of data-driven models to be use-
ful surrogates for approximating fluid dynamics. Data-
driven convolutional NeuralODEs are multiple orders of
magnitude faster as surrogates than traditional simula-
tion methods and still capture important details of the
flow, which supports use-cases where rapid predictions
are essential, such as in design or parameter-space ex-
ploration applications. The addition of physics-grounded
learning biases in these models is especially pragmatic for
constraining the model and producing more physical out-
puts. We have also taken steps towards parameterizing
the quality of such convolutional NeuralODE architec-
tures, particularly for fluid dynamics applications, paving
an avenue for practitioners to approach real-world engi-
neering or other flow problems with data-driven meth-
ods. As the field of machine learning and fluid dynamics
rapidly develops, others have been pushing the bounds of
data-driven physics-informed models, even incorporating
traditional solver machinery into their architectures. We
see the space of possible models as a spectrum, where
there is a tradeo↵ in computational cost and accuracy
as one incorporates increasingly more physics into the
model. It will be vital moving forward for practitioners
to strike the right balance for their specific application,
and therefore in depth studies of models along this spec-
trum will be crucial to the community.
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